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AbsTrACT
background Refractive error is an increasing 
global public health concern that requires robust and 
reliable research to identify modifiable risk factors and 
provide accurate estimates of population burden. We 
investigated the impact of reclassification of individuals 
when using different threshold values of spherical 
equivalent (SE) to define myopia, on estimates of 
frequency, distribution and associations with risk factors, 
to inform current international initiatives to standardise 
definitions.
Methods A random sample of 1985 individuals 
from the 1958 British birth cohort, at age 44, had 
autorefraction and self-reported on educational 
attainment and social class. Refraction status assigned 
in three different models using SE: (A) moderate to high 
myopia −3 diopters (D) or more extreme (≤−3.00D), 
(B) hypermetropia +1.00D or more extreme (≥+1.00D) 
and (C) mild myopia using three different thresholds: 
−1.00D, −0.75D or −0.50D, hence reciprocal changes in 
definition of emmetropia.
results Frequency estimates and associations with 
risk factors altered significantly as the threshold value 
for myopia moved towards SE 0.0D: prevalence of mild 
myopia increased from 28% to 47%, the association 
with highest educational attainment attenuated and with 
higher social class strengthened, with changes in risk 
ratios of approximately 20%.
Conclusion Even small changes in the threshold 
definition of myopia (±0.25D) can significantly affect 
the conclusions of epidemiological studies, creating both 
false-positive and false-negative associations for specific 
risk factors. An international classification for refractive 
error, empirically evidenced and cognisant of the 
question(s) being addressed and the population(s) being 
studied, is needed to serve better translational research, 
practice and policy.

InTroduCTIon
Recent projections suggest that by 2050 about 
50% of the adult population worldwide will have 
myopia, specifically 10% with high myopia.1 The 
need for robust and reliable research identifying 
modifiable risk factors and providing accurate esti-
mates of population burden—to inform preven-
tion, intervention and public health services—is 
greater than ever. However, meaningful compar-
ison of studies across populations and over time 
is hampered by the absence of an empirically 

developed classification system for refractive error 
that takes into account the study context, variability 
of thresholds between studies and the lack of statis-
tical validation of a chosen threshold in terms of the 
biases that can be introduced by small changes in 
dioptric thresholds.

The conventional approach in epidemiological 
research is to define refractive error using spherical 
equivalent (SE), a continuous measurement vari-
able on which arbitrarily selected threshold values 
are superimposed to categorise myopia and hyper-
metropia as distinct states/conditions. This risks a 
systematic (non-random) reclassification of indi-
viduals due to the shape of the population refrac-
tion distribution curve. For example, reducing the 
threshold from −0.75 to −0.50D, a small change 
of 0.25D, dilutes the pool of ‘real’ myopes by clas-
sifying as myopes a large number of emmetropic 
subjects whose refraction sits within the margins of 
measurement error of refraction. There has been 
scant formal consideration in the research literature 
of the impact of this bias and the challenges it poses 
to identifying reproducible associations with risk 
factors and delineating trends across populations 
and over time within populations.

We investigated the impact of different threshold 
values for defining myopia on frequency, distribu-
tion and associations with key risk factors within a 
single study. We provide empirical data to stimulate 
discussion of the approaches used in ophthalmic 
epidemiology and to encourage the development of 
an international taxonomy that serves translational 
research, practice and policy.

MeThods
study population
The 1958 British birth cohort originally comprised 
everyone born in Britain in 1 week in 1958. Cohort 
members have been followed since using serial 
clinical examinations and/or face to face inter-
views carried out by trained examiners. Diverse 
and detailed biological, social and lifestyle data 
have been collected. A random subsample under-
went autorefraction using the Nikon Retinomax 2 
without cycloplegia as part of a broader biomed-
ical examination of the entire cohort at age 44/45 
years.2 Refraction of all subjects was precluded 
by equipment costs and cycloplegia prohibited by 
ethics approvals.
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We undertook a series of analyses of associations between 
refractive error (mild myopia, moderate to severe myopia and 
hypermetropia) and the key risk factors of educational attain-
ment and social class, using three prespecified minimum SE 
thresholds to define mild myopia. We examined any resultant 
change in size and composition of both the mild myopia and 
emmetropia (ie, reference) groups and the impact of these 
changes on frequency and associations. Although the composi-
tion of the moderate to high myopia and hypermetropia groups 
remained constant, we also evaluated the impact on associations 
for these states, by virtue of changed composition of the refer-
ence group. Models are reported unadjusted and adjusted for 
gender, highest educational qualification and social class status.

Categorisation of refractive error
Refractive status was defined for three different threshold 
values for myopia as shown in figure 1. Definitions of moderate 
to high myopia (SE −3.00D or more extreme,≤−3.00D) and 
hypermetropia (SE +1.00D or more extreme, ≥+1D) were the 
same in each analysis/model. Mild myopia was defined as: SE 
−1.00 to −2.99 D (model 1), –0.75 to −2.99D (model 2) and 
−0.50 to −2.99D (model 3). Thus, definition of emmetropia, 
the reference category, was defined as: −0.99 to +0.99D (model 
1), –0.74 to +0.99D (model 2) and −0.49 to +0.99D (model 3).

environmental risk factors
For simplicity, we selected two well established risk factors for 
myopia to most easily illustrate the impact of changing the SE 
threshold for definitions. Highest educational attainment was 
categorised as: less than O levels (no examination passes on 
leaving school), O levels (examinations at 16 years in the UK), 
A levels (examinations at 18 years in the UK) and higher educa-
tion (degree and/or further education equivalent). Occupational 
social class, at age 42 (Registrar General Classification) was 
dichotomised as non-manual (higher social class) or manual.

statistical methods
We used mean SE of the two eyes for each individual for estima-
tion of frequencies of refractive error and descriptive statistics 
on the study sample, to allow comparison with the literature.3 4 
For the analyses of associations between refractive status and 
risk factors, we used SE for each eye and bivariate multinomial 
regression using sandwich variance estimates to model the paired 
data (two eyes) to allow for correlation within individuals, thus 
maximising use of available data. We undertook univariable and 
then multivariable analysis and report relative risk ratios with 
95% CIs for each analysis/model shown in figure 1. Analyses 
were carried out using Stata V.13 (STATA, Texas, USA).

resulTs
The study sample comprised 1985 individuals who underwent 
autorefraction and had complete data on all risk factors. The 
full sample is detailed elsewhere.5 Individuals who had under-
gone refractive laser surgery and whose prior refractions were 
unknown (n=7) and those with interocular discordance, defined 
as an absolute difference of SE >2D across the range SE −1D to 
SE +1D, were excluded (n = 9).

Impact on prevalence of refractive error
The marked impact of changing the minimum threshold for 
myopia on prevalence estimates is shown in figure 2. Estimates 
of mild myopia were 28% (26 to 30), 36% (34 to 39) and 47% 
(45 to 49) and of emmetropia 50% (48 to 53), 42% (40 to 44) 
and 31% (30 to 34), in models 1–3, respectively (figure 2B). As 
the thresholds for moderate or high myopia and hypermetropia 
did not change, prevalence estimates for each were the same in 
each model: 13% (95% CI 11 to 14) and 9.0% (8 to 10), respec-
tively (figure 2A).

Impact on distribution of social class status and educational 
attainment
Table 1 and figure 3 illustrate how changing the minimum 
threshold for defining myopia changed the distribution of the 
two risk factors within the sample and, in particular, the signif-
icant impact of these changes on the size and composition of 
the reference group (emmetropia). For example, the overall 
frequency of those of lower social class (manual occupation) 
among those with mild myopia vs emmetropia was 17% vs 24% 
in model 1 increasing to 19% vs 26% in model 3 (table 1).

However as figure 3 shows, these moderate overall differences 
mask a notable difference in the proportion of individuals in 
the lower social class in the groups who would be ‘reclassified’ 
in different analyses. Similarly, the overall frequencies in the 
educational attainment categories by myopia and emmetropia 
across the models (table 1) are moderate but, for example, there 
is a considerable shift in the distribution by education cate-
gory in those with a SE measure between −0.50D and −0.74D 
compared with the other refraction categories (figure 3). The 
likely difference this will make to the estimates of association 
between myopia and educational attainment will depend on the 
threshold used, that is, whether these individuals are assigned to 
the myopia or emmetropia group.

Impact on association of social class status and educational 
attainment with risk of myopia
Although the moderate/severe myopia category comprised the 
same individuals in each model, the changing composition of 

Figure 1 Refraction status for models using three different threshold values for myopia.
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the comparator group nevertheless meant that the relative risk 
of moderate/severe myopia for those in the higher social class 
(non-manual occupation) increased by 21% from 1.80 in 
model 1 to 2.01 in model 3, solely due to reclassification. The 
relative risk of mild myopia with higher social class similarly 
increased from 1.24 to 1.38, tipping into ‘statistical significance’ 
with the increasing power in models 2 and 3 (table 2).

The strong positive association between higher educational 
attainment and relative risk of moderate/severe myopia was 
evident in all models though the point estimate decreased from 
3.75 to 3.55 in models 1 and 3, respectively. Since all rela-
tive- risk ratios were relatively large (with P<0.001), the inter-
pretation of these results would remain the same regardless of 
comparison group threshold. However, the risk estimates for 
mild myopia were less robust to the impact of reclassification, 
with a 39% decrease in relative risk ratio from 1.57 (model 1) to 
1.18 (model 3) with a loss of statistical significance (P>0.05) in 

model 3. The size of the decline in relative risk ratios was greater 
between models 1 and 2 than between models 2 and 3.

Impact on association of social class status and educational 
attainment with risk of hypermetropia
The impact of change in the comparator group was also evident 
in the analysis of associations with hypermetropia. The rela-
tive risk of hypermetropia with lower social class increased from 
model 1 to 3. However, none of these point estimates nor any 
for associations with educational attainment were significant at 
a 5% level (table 2).

dIsCussIon
Our reanalysis of population-based refraction data of 1985 indi-
viduals from the 1958 British Birth Cohort study has demon-
strated that small variations (±0.25D) in the threshold for 

Figure 2 Distribution of SE (A) overall and (B) for mild myopia and emmetropia (range >−3.0D to <+1.0D), using myopia threshold values: −1.0D 
(model 1), –0.75D (model 2) and −0.5D (model 3). D, dioptres; MSE, mean spherical equivalent; SE, spherical equivalent.

Table 1 Distribution of education and socioeconomic status by refractive error, by different thresholds for myopia

refractive error 
category

Moderate to 
severe myopia*

Mild myopia emmetropia hypermetropia† 

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

se ≤−3.0d −2.99 to −1d –2.99 to −0.75d −2.99 to −0.5d >-1 to <+1d >−0.75 to <+1d >−0.5 to <+1d ≥+1d

n % n % n % n % n % n % n % n %

All 248 554 723 932 1005 836 627 178

  Man 109 44 271 49 358 50 453 49 490 49 403 48 308 49 77 43

  Woman 139 56 283 51 365 50 479 51 515 51 433 52 319 51 101 57

Highest educational attainment

  <O levels 22 9 88 16 130 18 189 20 237 24 195 23 136 22 44 25

  O levels 71 29 154 28 196 27 259 28 328 33 286 34 223 36 54 30

  A levels 42 17 122 22 152 21 193 21 176 17 146 18 105 17 29 16

  Higher education 113 46 190 34 245 34 291 31 264 26 209 25 163 26 51 29

Socioeconomic status

  Manual 29 12 96 17 126 17 174 19 239 24 209 25 161 26 41 23

  Non-manual 219 88 458 83 597 83 758 81 766 76 627 75 466 74 137 77

Frequencies are based on mean SE between the two eyes in individuals.
*Moderate to severe myopia SE −3.00 D or more extreme (≤−3.0D) in all models.
†Hypermetropia SE +1.00D or more extreme (≥+1D) in all models.
SE, spherical equivalent.
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defining myopia can significantly alter the conclusions drawn 
regarding associations with risk factors. Using less stringent 
thresholds of itself resulted in a near doubling of prevalence, 
which may have been further amplified if mean SE had not been 
used. Alongside this, there was a significant increase in the effect 
size of the positive association with higher social class, with the 
decrement in P value (tipping it below 0.05) and a significant 
decrease in the effect size of the positive association with higher 
educational attainment with increment in the P value (tipping it 
over 0.05). Despite the unaltered composition of the moderate/
severe myopia category, similar trends in effect size occurred, 
through the indirect pathway of change in size and composition of 
the reference (emmetropia) group. Thus, we have demonstrated 
that any study of myopia can render meaningfully different find-
ings, necessitating different interpretations, depending on the 
minimum threshold of SE used to define myopia.

Our study is of intermediate size which may have limited 
the ability to investigate associations of risk factors with hyper-
metropia. However, refraction status was ascertained at a stage 
of natural history (at an age) which minimised potential misclas-
sification of later onset or secondary myopia. A doubling of 
prevalence estimates due to reclassification alone would have 
significant implications for understanding time trends or plan-
ning services when comparisons need to be made with retrospec-
tive data or findings from historical studies. More importantly, 
the 14% to 21% difference between estimates of risk ratios 
of values <2.0 are consistent with the magnitude of change 
investigated in randomised controlled trials of interventions, 
underlining that these are clinically meaningful disparities in 
associations.

It is uncommon for papers to provide a rationale for the 
threshold selected to define myopia in terms of either/both the 
research question or the population being investigated. Also, 
rarely provided is a justification for the choice of variable for 
prevalence estimate for example, mean SE for an individual 
or SE of most extreme eye. Refractive error as summarised by 
SE and used as a continuous variable has analytical strengths 
as a phenotype in genetic epidemiology. However, for clinical 

practice, planning of services and in classical epidemiology where 
measurement and monitoring of frequency or understanding 
associations with risk factors are key, then distinct categories 
of refractive status become relevant. This requires selection of 
threshold values of SE to disaggregate myopia as the opposite 
of hypermetropia with emmetropia as an intermediate state. We 
have shown that this conversion of a continuous trait to distinct 
categories impacts at the margins, where the groups are more 
similar. As this is a non-random error, the effect could be to 
either increase or decrease a point estimate erroneously and the 
associated alpha error (P value). In our study, the effects were 
in opposing directions for two key risk factors, illustrating the 
complexity of the scenario created by reclassification. Further-
more, there could be differential impact depending on the ques-
tion being addressed, for example, using a threshold of −0.5D 
is likely to have different impacts in comparisons of high myopia 
with emmetropia as opposed to mild myopia.

A cut-off of ≤−0.50D in either eye for definition of any 
myopia has recently been recommended by the WHO for use in 
RAAB surveys1 6 in poorly resourced settings where a high rate of 
false positives is acceptable, given the primary aim of identifying 
for further formal assessment, those who may have remediable 
sight impairment due to refractive error. In most other contexts, 
minimisation of ‘false positives’ through use of more stringent 
definitions of myopia is critical to avoid misleading interpreta-
tion of results. For example, in a recent intervention trial,7 8 most 
of the observed effect of outdoor activity on myopia progres-
sion in children was apparent using a threshold of ≤−0.50D but 
not ≤−0.750D. In effect, the intervention reduced the number 
of children with SE between −0.50D and −0.75D, but not 
with SE >−0.75. Historically in studies directed at aetiology, a 
cut-point of −0.75D5 9 has been used frequently as a function-
ally meaningful threshold (equating to unaided visual acuity of 
0.3 LogMAR, the European driving standard10) or a cut-point 
of −1.0D or more extreme as an unequivocal threshold for 
defining clinically important myopia.11–13

Thus, we argue that a better approach to improve transla-
tional value and minimise the risk of spurious findings, would be 

Figure 3 Distribution of sex, educational attainment and socioeconomic status (row percentages) by refraction status: mild myopia −1.0D 
to <−3.0D (model 1), ‘reclassification’ groups −0.75D to <−1.0D and −0.5D to <−0.75D and emmetropia >−0.5D to <+1.0D.
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for the choice of threshold to be hypothesis-driven by being both 
biologically ‘anchored’, that is, taking account of natural history 
and the population being studied (reflecting the distribution of 
both refractive error and risk factors) as well as being function-
ally meaningful, that is, considering the threshold for treatment 
per se and the magnitude of anticipated outcomes of treatment 
or other interventions. For example, in a European setting use 
of a SE −0.75D will have greater clinical meaning (more likely 
to be ‘true’ primary myopia) if observed in a preschool child 

population tested with cycloplegia than in elderly adult popu-
lations tested without; but this may not hold for a contempora-
neous Asian population.

Research on myopia needs to move into an new era where 
use of arbitrary definitions of myopia are replaced by care-
fully justified definitions within an overarching taxonomy 
that would serve the needs of research, practice and policy. 
The impact of reclassification is invisible without an explicit 
sensitivity analysis of the impact of more or less stringent 

Table 2 Associations between moderate to severe myopia, mild myopia and hypermetropia, and highest educational attainment and adult 
socioeconomic status, using three minimum threshold values for myopia

Moderate to severe myopia (≤−3.0d) (n=248)

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

emmetropia >−1d to <+1d (n=1005) >−0.75 d to <+1d (n=836) >−0.5d to <+1d (n=627)

relative risk ratio relative risk ratio relative risk ratio

unadj Adjusted 95% CI unadj Adjusted 95% CI unadj Adjusted 95% CI

Highest educational attainment

  <O levels 1 1 1 1 1

  O levels 2.36 2.14 1.32 to 3.46 2.18 1.95 1.20 to 3. 17 2.02 1.79 1.09 to 2.93

  A levels 2.45 2.3 1.36 to 3.90 2.37 2.11 1.29 to 3.57 2.51 2.29 1.32 to 3.96

  Higher education 4.43 3.75 2.33 to 6.05 4.42 3.64 2.27 to 5.96 4.37 3.55 2.17 to 5.81

Socioeconomic status

  Manual 1 1 1 1 1 1

  Non-manual 2.49 1.80 1.17 to 2.76 2.61 1.89 2.22 2.91 2.77 2.01 1.30 to 3.12

Mild myopia 

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

−2.99 to ≤−1d (n=554) −2.99 to ≤−0.75d (n=723) −2.99 to ≤−0.50d (n=932)

emmetropia >−1d to <+1d (n=1005) >−0.75d to <+1d (n=836) >−0.5d to <+1d (n=627)

relative risk ratio relative risk ratio relative risk ratio

unadj Adjusted 95% CI unadj Adjusted 95% CI unadj Adjusted 95% CI

Highest educational attainment

  <O levels 1 1 1 1 1 1

  O levels 1.24 1.19 0.90 to 1.58 0.97 0.93 0.72 to 1.19 0.85 0.81 0.63 to 1.04

  A levels 1.62 1.57 1.16 to 2.13 1.33 1.27 0.96 to 1.69 1.36 1.28 0.95 to 1.71

  Higher education 1.68 1.57 1.18 to 2.08 1.45 1.32 1.02 to 1.72 1.32 1.18 0.91 to 1.54

Socioeconomic status

  Manual 1 1 1 1 1

  Non-manual 1.39 1.24 0.97 to 1.58 1.42 1.31 1.04 to 1.65 1.46 1.38 1.10 to 1.74

hypermetropia (≥+1d) (n=178)

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

emmetropia >−1d to <+1d (n=1005) >−0.75d to <+1d (n=836) >−0.5d to <+1d (n=627)

relative risk ratio relative risk ratio relative risk ratio

unadj Adjusted 95% CI unadj Adjusted 95% CI unadj Adjusted 95% CI

Highest educational attainment

  <O levels 1 1 1 1 1 1

  O levels 0.94 0.93 0.62 to 1.40 0.87 0.85 0.57 to 1.27 0.81 0.78 0.52 to 1.17

  A levels 0.89 0.93 0.56 to 1.49 0.86 0.89 0.55 to 1.44 0.90 0.92 0.56 to 1.51

  Higher education 0.93 0.93 0.60 to 1.44 0.92 0.91 0.59 to 1.42 0.92 0.88 0.56 to 1.38

Socioeconomic status

  Manual 1 1 1 1 1 1

  Non-manual 1.01 1.01 0.70 to 1.45 1.05 1.06 0.74 to 1.53 1.12 1.13 0.78 to 1.64

All multivariable models adjusted for sex.
 P<0.001.
 P<0.05 and >0.001.
 P>0.05 (not statistically significant).
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thresholds. Including sensitivity analyses in papers would 
ultimately enable rigorous meta-analysis and in turn inform 
a universal taxonomy articulating appropriate definitions 
of refractive error for different research questions and 
contexts. Its development requires scientific exchange to 
agree the conceptual framework. The ongoing discussions 
relating to myopia for the 11th revision of the WHO’s Inter-
national Classification of Disease offer one opportunity for 
this exchange. In parallel, we suggest that there is poten-
tially considerable benefit in developing reporting standards 
for all aspects of research on refractive error analogous to, 
for example, Strengthening the Reporting of Observational 
Studies in Epidemiology14 15 and Consolidated Standards of 
Reporting Trials.16 These would enable the quality of myopia 
research to be assessed against established criteria and make 
robust meta-analyses feasible. The ophthalmic community 
knows that the need is greater than ever for robust research 
that can inform strategies to tackle myopia occurrence and 
progression: defining the problem can no longer be a move-
able feast.
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